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Jae C. Hong

By Mark Bradley

A column upcoming in Sunday’s AJC – it will be available on myajc.com – poses the musical question: Do the Atlanta
Hawks have a real chance at landing Dwight Howard and/or Chris Paul? (Yes, we’ve posed it before, but it seems a fairly
salient issue.) My guess is that they have a real chance, which isn’t to say a good chance. But I have, as you’re doubtless
aware, been wrong a time or two.

On cue, Chris Broussard of ESPN reports that Paul is angry with the Clippers, for whom he has played the past two
seasons, over what he perceives as the team’s implication that he was behind the firing of coach Vinny Del Negro. Who
implied as much? Why, the ham-handed owner Donald Sterling in an interview with T.J. Simers of the Los Angeles Times.

Sterling on Del Negro's dismissal: "The coach did a really good job ... (But) this is a players' league, and, unfortunately, if you
want to win you have to make the players happy."

In the grand scheme, this could mean nothing. It could also mean quite a lot to the Atlanta Hawks. Quoting a source,
Broussard writes: "How much of an impact this will have on Paul's decision to re-sign with the Clippers as a free agent is
not clear, but the source conceded that Paul's anger could lead him to look elsewhere."

(Where free agents are concerned, the screenwriter William Goldman’s immortal characterization of Hollywood applies:
Nobody knows anything.)

Then this from Broussard:

If Paul considers leaving the Clippers, the Atlanta Hawks would be a potential landing spot. Paul always has
been fond of the city of Atlanta, and the Hawks have the cap room to sign both Paul and Dwight Howard, a
Lakers free agent, to lucrative contracts. Paul and Howard have spoken in the past about joining forces, but
once Paul was traded to the Clippers in December 2011 and Howard was moved to the Lakers last summer,
the duo figured that possibility was dead. Howard, an Atlanta native, has been lukewarm at best about the
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idea of playing in his hometown. But the possibility of playing with Paul likely would get him to rethink his
position.

An awful lot will have to go right for the Hawks -- and therefore wrong for the Clippers and Lakers -- for Paul and Howard to
land here. But ticking off a big-ticket free agent is never a good way to start an NBA summer. It's how the Clippers got to be
the Clippers. Which raises the point: If you're good and you have options, do you really want to remain a Clipper?
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Posted by DaltonbywayofBickley at 11:33 a.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Fifth! Paul, Howard, Josh, Al, and Lou.

Posted by GTAlum at 11:49 a.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

If you can get a Chris Paul to come here, you can get other stars to follow.

Posted by ArnoldZiffel at 11:53 a.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

It took the ASG bafoons 8 years to recognize their incompetence and finally put a professional in charge. Knowing these
idiots, I'll hold my breath until all the pieces are in place. You just never know when one of the stooges will jump back in to
pull the levers again. Given the unbelievable amount of stupid decisions and lies over the years, these dolts are lucky to
have any fans at all to participate in the rebuild.

Posted by MikeS777 at 12:15 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Yeah this is good news for Hawks fans. The other factor is the state of the Eastern Conference right now. Indiana and Miami
(and possibly Chicago if Rose is truly back to full strength next year) are the only contenders. Sorry Knicks and Nets, your just
not the right mix of players to have a real shot to get by Miami or Indiana. 

Coming out of the West is a much more daunting task. It clearly isn't working at either LA destination, and Houston won't be
much better for Howard. Dallas is probably the only real possibility with Dirk, but I dont think they can afford to sign more than
one or the other.
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Posted by MikeS777 at 12:18 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

If they are indeed chasing a championship, Atlanta presents the path of least resistance for them. You see how Miami has
struggled with the tandem of George, West, and Hibbert. That bodes well for the Hawks if they could get a Paul, Horford, and
Howard tandem going with or without Smith. Add Lou Williams and maybe Korver and some bench depth, and the Hawks
would have a legit shot at winning it all.

Posted by Classof98 at 12:27 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Does the NBA season ever stop? In an interesting scheduling quirk, the 2013-14 NBA season starts next week.

The Spurs play game 1 of the Finals on June 6th and then have to fly to Dallas for the season opener the next night.

Posted by cspecial at 12:29 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

sign and trade, paul for teague plus draft picks or free agent signing straight up.then bring in howard or a center who can
control the middle on both ends.there"s a few out that like that still left.

Posted by Glennsanity at 1:41 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

LOL . Ham handed is correct . Donald Sterling is a flake . I honestly think we have a great shot at Chris Paul with Cali taxes
being what they are and him being from the region . Dwight Howard not so much & that' s not a bad thing . I just love what
Danny Ferry is doing . BTW I think Chris Paul has every right to be miffed .

Posted by Esquire at 1:50 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Whoa..............slow down Mark!! I'm still giddy from the Mike Budenholzer hire!!!!

Posted by JAS0N at 1:54 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse
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Posted by JAS0N at 2:00 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

So...here is the nba in a nutshell: 

-You play 82 games 
-Half the league makes the playoffs, including a team that went 38-44 
-Then you have to play all 7 game series 
-The playoffs are dragged out over 2 months.

Posted by sleepydog at 2:03 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

why didn't we draft CP????????

Posted by THEBuckeye at 2:19 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Bradley,

What a shameless plug for myajc.com.

Ain't buyin'.

Posted by THEBuckeye at 2:20 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Bradley has been covering the dogs for too long. 

He has become delusional.

Posted by THEBuckeye at 2:22 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

98,

You are hilarious.

Posted by THEBuckeye at 2:23 p.m. May. 31, 2013
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Report Abuse

Howard, while I was in the NBA, Thompkins was a Clipper. 

Maybe the Hawks can pick him up too. 

He's a home towner.

Posted by Glennsanity at 2:30 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

@ sleepydog

Well when you need a point guard desperately in a PG rich draft you do the smart thing and draft Marvin Williams . Who cares
if the next three best players are CPIII , Deron Williams , Raymond Felton . I still don't know who was worse Pete Babcock or
Billy Knight . Both displayed incompetence that really is unimaginable .

Posted by CowbellHell at 2:52 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

@thebuckeye/stupid little seed blog troll... dude why don't you go get your dimwitted bowtied little pencil neck geek to keep
talking.. HA HA HA what a complete imbecile. Please get on here and spin how he's not somehow a complete idiot. 

stupid little buckeye

Posted by BigCrimson75 at 3:47 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Ferry has to make an offer.
Put pressure on CP3 to say no.
If he says no & plays elsewhere, at least Ferry & insane clown posse made an offer.

If CP3 comes, others will follow.
Those others don't have to include D12, butt he's still the best option after Paul.

Go Hawks

Posted by MikeS777 at 4:21 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Even if Smith gets left out, the Hawks need to take this chance on CP3 and Howard both. CP3 gives the go-to guy threat on
the outside. Howard teams with Horford inside and pushes Horford back to his natural PF position. Smith would be great
too. That would be a heck of a front line, especially defensively.
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